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OU move-in to take place starting Aug. 15

By Adam Troxtell | Transcript Staff Writer  18 hrs ago

University of Oklahoma students move in Wednesday as they take belongings from cars to Headington Hall on the corner
of Jenkins and Lindsey, in the shadow of Gaylord Family Oklahoma Memorial Stadium.

Adam Troxtell / The Transcript

     

Move-in at the University of Oklahoma will take place over the course of Aug. 15-16, with the

majority of freshmen taking up residence on Thursday of that week.

And as in past years, Lloyd Noble Center will serve as the central hub for families coming in with

carloads of dorm-room necessities. As a result, Norman commuters who frequent the roads around

the move-in operation may want to consider an alternate route.
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OU Housing & Food Services coordinates the effort and assigns students living on campus with a

move-in time window. Students and their families are not encouraged to show up early, given the

amount of people who will be moving in. It is simply best to follow the schedule, they say.

Check-in will be done in a drive-through style, with the entrance at the corner of Jenkins Avenue and

GT Blankenship Boulevard at the southeast corner of the Lloyd Noble Center.

OU Move-In 2018
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Vehicles transporting items to be moved into residence halls will be directed to the appropriate area

down Asp Avenue. Vehicles that will not be directly involved with the move-in process may be

parked on the northwest side of the Lloyd Noble Center lot.

Move-in for Cross, David L. Boren Hall and Headington and Dunham Residential Colleges will be on

Aug. 15. Freshman move-in for Adams, Couch and Walker will take place on Aug. 16.

Panhellenic move-in is scheduled for a week earlier on Aug. 8.
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